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Ask No Questions
"The characters are mature and smart, and the great reveal is a surprise." Marsha Jo, Vine Voice A woman in black stares at
the sea, her body transparent, eyes brimming with tears. Hoping to get a better look at the woman, psychic medium
Addison Lockhart leans out over the manor's windowsill, gasping when she feels an intense pressure pressing down on her
back--someone thrusting her forward. She grabs the side of the window to brace herself, but it's too late. She's already
falling. Who is the strange, melancholy woman haunting Blackthorn Manor? And why is someone out to keep Addison from
unlocking the manor's darkest secrets? If you enjoy Neil Gaiman or Nora Roberts and mysteries with a supernatural twist,
you'll love this fast-paced, bestselling series by a New York Times and USA Today bestselling author. Praise for Blackthorn
Manor Haunting: "I couldn't put it down." "Twists and turns the reader around so masterfully, I was blindsided at the
ending." "Held my interest until the end." "Twists and turns you won't see coming." "Spellbinding. Bradshaw is absolutely
the best."

Hickory Dickory Dead
Deadly Stillwater
When 16 skeletons are unearthed near an old prisoner-of-war camp outside the northern city of Hafton, it seems like a
simple case for Detective Chief Inspector John Blizzard. With all indicators pointing to natural deaths from influenza during
the First World War, there seems little to concern modern-day detectives.
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The Zodiac Killer
"This book is like a great roller coaster. It takes you on a wild ride!" - Warren A. Lewis - Amazon Top Fiction Contributor
When Addison Lockhart inherits Grayson Manor after her mother's untimely death, she unlocks a secret that's been kept
hidden for over fifty years. For Addison, it seems like she's finally found the house of her dreams, until the spirit of Roxanne
Rafferty comes to call. Who is Roxanne, why is she haunting Grayson Manor, and how will Addison's connection reveal a
secret to her own past that she thought no longer existed? If you enjoy a mystery with a supernatural twist, you'll enjoy this
fast-paced, bestselling series written by a New York Times bestselling author. Readers are saying: "A plot that haunts you."
"A twisty tale that's believable." "Well written, with believable characters and an intriguing plot." "The twist at the end was
brilliant!"

Gone Daddy Gone
“Thou shalt not steal is indeed the moral in this light-as-a-bubble comic caper” by the #1 New York Times–bestselling
author (People). Appraising rare coins for Grandby & Sons, a venerable Madison Avenue auction house, is a dream come
true for Mary Lou Bateson. She even gets a chance to inspect the Havistock Collection of priceless coins, which includes the
Demaretion, a rare, ancient Greek silver piece. But when the Demaretion disappears just after her assessment, the young
numismatist becomes the number-one suspect. Placed on indefinite leave, Bateson enlists the help of a New York Police
Department cop and an insurance detective to go behind the closed doors of one of New York’s most powerful and
untouchable families. The Havistocks are keeping some dangerous secrets, including a kleptomaniac daughter, a sexaddicted daughter-in-law, and a sleazy nest of adultery, pornography, and damning secrets someone is willing to kill to
keep.

If She Saw (A Kate Wise Mystery—Book 2)
Bitter Roots: A Bitter Root Mystery

Deadly Sins: Envy
"The Cube appeared as if from nowhere. He felt his eyes well up It was beautiful." Will barely remembers life before the
Cube. On a rare night out, Will realizes that he still believes in the virtue and grandiosity of the game; and that unlocking
the Cube's mysteries may be the key to his safe return, and also a second chance at love.
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The Stiff in the Study
"It kept me guessing." "Each chapter brings a new twist to the story." Doug Ward has been running from his past for twenty
years. But after his fourth whisky of the night, his steely resolve has started to crack, and he doesn't want to keep quiet -not anymore. When blood is found on the deck where Doug was last seen, private investigator Sloane Monroe goes in
search of the truth and uncovers the biggest secret of them all. If you like stories that keep you guessing, you'll be up all
night with this page-turning mystery. --- New York Times bestselling mystery series.

Black Diamond 2
It was just another day for mob boss Giovanni Luciana until he took his car for a drive. On a calm summer evening, Giovanni
takes his young son Luca for drive. A car pulls alongside, and when the window comes down, the driver is holding a gun. He
aims, showering Daniela's car with gunfire. Who is this man? Why has he taken Giovanni? And will Luca survive? Praise for
the Deadly Sins series: "You feel like you are watching the events unfold." "Grips you from first paragraph. I wasn't able to
guess the murderer until the end." "If you are not familiar with the series, or this author, this is a good introduction."
-Marsha Jo, Amazon Vine Voice -->New to Sloane Monroe? There are two book collections in the Sloane Monroe series. The
first is a novel series with 8 titles (as of 2019). The second is this short story spinoff series, featuring the same characters
from the main series. For information on the order of these two series, be sure to check out the "From the Author" section
on this page below.

Blood Orchids
Book 2 of the Viola Roberts Cozy Mysteries Viola Roberts is at it again!The sleepy seaside town of Astoria, Oregon is the last
place you’d expect to find a dead body. That is until the director of the local museum turns up dead in the study and Viola’s
friend, Portia, is accused of the crime.Viola ignores her looming deadline and bout of writer’s block and sets out with her
best friend, Cheryl, to solve the murder. From starting riots at local dive bars to breaking into crime scenes, Viola will stop
at nothing to prove Portia innocent even if it means putting herself in the crosshairs of the killer."Fun and fresh, with a
twisty, clever plot that will have you turning pages right to the end." -Cheryl Bradshaw, New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of the Sloane Monroe mysteries.

Sloane Monroe Boxed Set
Psychotherapist Kate Huntington helps other people cope with the horrible things that have happened to them, but she
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herself has led a charmed life until now. When a series of what seem like random events–a matter of being in the wrong
place at the wrong time–takes a sinister twist, it becomes apparent that she and her lawyer friend, Rob Franklin, have a
common enemy. But the lead police detective has a different theory. He’s convinced Kate and Rob are lovers attempting to
eliminate their spouses. And he seems determined to build a case against them. As the attacks escalate, Kate and Rob are
forced to investigate on their own. Who hates them enough to want them both dead? And doesn’t seem to mind if others
get caught in the crossfire! The Kate Huntington Murder Mysteries features a gutsy, smart female sleuth! Fans of Blake
Pierce, Kimberley Chambers, Damien Boyd, Rachel Abbott, Patricia Gibney, Mark Billingham and Charlie Gallagher may
enjoy reading this mystery series. The Kate Huntington Mystery Series: Multiple Motives Ill-Timed Entanglements Family
Fallacies Celebrity Status Collateral Casualties Zero Hero Fatal Forty-Eight Suicidal Suspicions Anxiety Attack female sleuth,
psychotherapy, male-female friendship, multiple personalities, mystery series, dissociative identity disorder, suspense,
murder mystery, women sleuths, amateur sleuths, mystery series books, mystery series, female mystery series,
psychological mystery series, suspense thriller books, suspense thriller books, suspense thrillers and mysteries, suspense
thriller, mystery suspense thriller books, suspense thrillers and mysteries, suspense series, suspense mystery, suspense
novels, suspense ebooks, suspense fiction, suspense books, suspense, suspense books, suspense and mystery, suspense
and mystery books, suspense, murder mystery novels, best murder mystery books, murder mystery thrillers, murder
mystery novels, murder mystery detective, murder mystery ebooks, murder mystery books, murder mystery suspense,
murder mystery series, murder mystery, murder mystery books, murder mystery, good psychological thrillers,
psychological thriller, psychological thrillers, psychological mystery books, psychological mystery book, psychotherapy
novel, women sleuths books, women sleuths mysteries, women sleuths, women sleuths books, amateur sleuths novel

Black Jasmine
A cryptic note. A missing niece. And only forty-eight hours to find her. After a long, routine day at work Police Chief Drake
Cooper, a.k.a. Coop, is about to head home when he discovers a mysterious piece of paper tucked beneath his car's
windshield. The note explains Coop's twenty-two-year-old niece Willow has been abducted. A fifty thousand dollar ransom is
being demanded, and Coop has a mere forty-eight hours to pay. Praise for the Deadly Sins series: "You feel like you are
watching the events unfold." "Grips you from first paragraph. I wasn't able to guess the murderer until the end." "If you are
not familiar with the series, or this author, this is a good introduction." --> New to Sloane Monroe? There are two book
collections in the Sloane Monroe series. The first is a novel series with 8 titles (as of 2020). The second is this short story
spinoff series, featuring the same characters from the main series.

Dead of Night
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Alexandra Weston has been telling lies for the last twenty-five years. Those closest to her think they know her, but they
don't. No one does. When Alexandra is found brutally murdered on the last stop of her book tour, fellow colleague Joss Jax
steps in to investigate. Joss's search reveals disturbing details from Alexandra's past, including secrets buried within the
pages of her books, and a list of enemies ready to talk about the real Alexandra Weston. Just when Joss believes she's
solved the mystery, an unexpected twist rises to the surface, a twist so deadly it changes everyone's lives forever.

Sloane Monroe Series Boxed Set
Mac and his crew are under political pressure to find the kidnapped daughter of a prominent St. Paul businessman and the
daughter of the police chief. Everyone thinks the young women have been kidnapped for ransom but McRyan suspect
revenge is the motive.

I Have a Secret
The Reluctant Assassin
Bitter Roots
Grace Ashby wakes to the sound of a horrifying scream.She races down the hallway, finding her mother's lifeless body on
the floor in a pool of blood. Her mother's boyfriend Hugh is hunched over her. At first glance it seems Hugh is to blame, but
is Hugh really her mother's killer?As revelations about Caroline Ashby's secret life unfold, private detective Sloane Monroe
takes the case, but it won't take long to find the killer. He's been watching, carefully tracking her every move. And now
Sloane's own life is in grave danger.

The Tycoon's Baby Revelation
Some call her nice, but most call her nasty . . . Diamond, the sassy vixen that you love to hate, is back, and she has a few
more tricks up her sleeve. After Kemp's death, she quickly moves on and shacks up with his best friend, Black.
Unfortunately, things aren't running as smoothly as they expected. Diamond is quickly losing control of the situation—and
her emotions—after multiple attempts on her life by one of the victims she believed she'd killed. To make matters worse,
people from her past keep popping up and causing a ruckus, including the father that walked out on her ten years earlier.
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When a fast-talking corner hustler named Money swoops in and becomes Black's partner, his soldiers become jealous. Black
gets locked behind bars, and Money sets his plan in motion, seducing Diamond in an attempt to take Black's place. With all
of the drama surrounding her, the "I Rule the World" disposition that got her where she is slowly breaks into a million
pieces. In Nicety, you'll watch her struggle and make mistakes that could cause her to lose the two things she loves the
most: Black and money.

Ties That Bind
From New York Times bestselling author Cheryl Bradshaw: A single moment is about to change Sloane Monroe's life forever
On an early winter morning, college student Shelby McCoy walks the quiet, snowy path back home. A tree branch snaps in
the distance. Then another. A man is there with her, following close behind, whispering her name. She looks back, sees him
gaining on her, and runs. Who is this man, and why is he carrying a gun?

Deadly Sins: Greed
The door to Addison Lockhart's room opens. Six-year-old Sara Belle walks in. The child seems lost and confused. Addison
reaches out, grabs Sara's hand, and the room goes black. Addison's eyes open to find she's been transported several
decades into the past. She's sitting in the back seat of a car. Sara is beside her. The car stops at an intersection. Moments
later another vehicle in the opposite direction barrels through the stop sign, slamming into the car before jerking the
vehicle into reverse and fleeing the scene. Who is the driver of the other car? And what secrets within the walls of Belle
Manor provide the answer to little Sara's untimely demise? If you enjoy a mystery with a supernatural twist, you'll enjoy this
fast-paced, bestselling series written by a New York Times bestselling author.

No Place to Vanish (Murder in the Keys—Book #2)
Thirty-year-old Casey Holland likes being a transit security cop. It brings out the best of her compassion, perseverance and
courage. After capturing a suspect who's been groping female bus passengers, Casey learns that her father was murdered
in his West Vancouver home the previous evening. The trouble is, Casey buried her dad at an open-casket funeral service
three years earlier, and he never owned a house in pricey West Van. Convinced that the police are mistaken, Casey
accompanies them to the morgue. When she sees the body, her certainty dissolves. Against her better judgment and the
wishes of the investigating detective, Casey starts asking questions about her father and the strange house in West Van,
placing her life, and her friends' lives, in jeopardy. Her search for answers takes her to England, Europe and Vancouver
Island, and Casey uncovers a scheme her father was involved in that may have led to his death—which death, though, is
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still unclear. One thing is certain: Casey's life is in danger. Also available in hardcover.

The Secret to Southern Charm
Twenty million in diamonds missing. Kate Sawyer, a cop in witness protection, holds the key. If she could only remember.
Early-onset Alzheimer’s clouds the past. Stem cell therapy is working to clear it. But time is running out for Kate. One night
she finds a dead man in her bathtub with a note stuck in his pocket. I know what you’ve done. Her cover blown, Kate runs,
the clock is ticking. People close to her are being killed. Shadowy memories tease her. Some she recognizes. Others don’t
seem familiar at all. Running from people she can’t remember, dogged by a past lost in the haze, Kate discovers no one is
who they appear to be, perhaps not even herself. After Me is a dark psychological thriller on the cutting edge of medical
science, perfect for those who like scientific what-ifswith a ray of hope. AN INTERVIEW WITH DEBORAH COONTS After
making a name for yourself in another genre, why switch genres now? My first series featuring Lucky O’Toole is a light,
romantic mystery series. At the time, my life was pretty dark, so I enjoyed the laugh-out-loud snark of Lucky and her pals.
But, now life is a bit brighter and I find the darker side, my love of thrillers calling to me. I’ve always loved thrillers,
especially psychological thrillers, medical thrillers, women in jeopardy chase books, that sort of thing. Fast-paced storylines
with deep, well-rounded characters—I wanted to add my name to the list of writers who have delved deep into these
waters. You’re a lawyer, so why the medical tie-in? I’ve always been a science geek. When I first went to college, medical
school was my target. Alas, life got in the way, but it didn’t dim my interest in the field. And today, technology is honing a
sharp edge in the medical field raising lots of possibilities for cures. But where there is a good use there is also a bad
use—the yin and the yang. Nothing ever comes without a price. Great for storytelling. PRAISE FOR After Me "Fantastic!
Coonts combines her trademark strong characters and clever plotting with one of the freshest concepts in suspense--a
heroine with early onset Alzheimer's who literally can't remember why everyone wants her dead. Buckle your seatbelt for a
wild ride!" - Lisa Gardner, #1 New York Times bestselling author "A firecracker of a thriller--with an ingenious premise, nonstop suspense and terrific writing. But it's the heroine who makes this such a winner--a heart-breakingly damaged loner
who's got 'soon-to-be-a-major-motion-picture' written all over her." - Hank Phillippi Ryan, Anthony, Agatha, and Mary
Higgins Clark award-winning author "Everyone who loves Deborah Coonts's Lucky series knows that she is a master of the
humorous mystery; now everyone will watch Coonts make her mark in the darker world of suspense. After Me hooked me
from page one. After Me is the hallmark of a great thriller: strong voice, twisting mystery, and a compelling heroine." Allison Brennan, New York Times bestselling author "Relentlessly paced, After Me is the compelling quest of a woman's
inspiring quest to surviveand a haunting reminder of the great truth: we are what we remember. It's Coonts's most gripping
book yet." - Vicki Pettersson, New York Times & USA Today bestselling author "Deborah Coonts' After Me is the perfect
thriller: a protagonist is being chased by those driven to make her pay with her life for a deed she may or may not have
done, and truly cannot remember. Coonts's masterly use of memory flashback gives her heroine, Kate Sawyer, just enough
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revelatory insights into her own private hell to draw her readers into this purgatory with her. The premise is harrowing. The
reveal is explosive. And the ending is redemptive. In other words, this is not just a satisfying novel; you'll find it a
memorable read." - Josie Brown, author of The Housewife Assassin series "Deborah Coonts has given us an incredibly
original story. Enjoy!" - Catherine Coulter, #1 New York Times bestselling author "From the white-hot opening sentence complete with dead body - Deborah Coonts introduces Kate Sawyer, a highly original and different character. From first
page to last, you will be caught up in Kate's world, her struggles, her victories, her fear, and her own battles leaving her
uncertain what is real and what is not or who she can trust even herself. Kate is a new type of heroine in ways that cannot
be described; you have to read this book. One can only hope Ms. Coonts will take a suggestion from a certain British Secret
Agent and Kate Sawyer will return!" - Will Graham, author of Spider's Tango, Spider's Dance, and Spider's Kiss "After Me is a
fast-paced page-turner with a plot that will keep you on the edge of your seat. In this taut romantic thriller, no one is who
they seem--least of all, Kate Sawyer. Kate must piece together a past she can't remember--a past that holds the key to her
staying alive. Coonts has a sure winner!" - Barbara Freethy, #1 New York Times bestselling author "I love Kate Sawyer!
Deborah Coonts has created an unforgettable character and thrust her into a fascinatingly unique and dangerous situation.
I want more!!!" - Debra Webb, USA Today bestselling author

Torch Ginger
Novie swore she’d never do two things in her lifetime: head up the family drug trade, or be some man’s baby momma.
Unfortunately, when she meets Genesis Kane, things don’t go quite as she’d planned. Genesis is an attorney with a
reputation for being a “piranha in pinstripes,” both in and out of the courtroom. With Novie’s mother bugging her to help
the family or disappear, and her father on a mission to keep reaping land, cars, and more side chicks no matter the cost,
Novie is feeling pressured. She makes the decision to dive into even crazier waters, aka the piranha’s bed. When Novie gets
pregnant, she discovers too late that Genesis is not the man she thought he was. With nowhere to go but back home to the
spoiled and petty mother she despises, the last thing she expects from her well-off ex is his blatant refusal to claim or take
care of his child. As her list of “nevers” all but disappears right along with her career plans, she makes one vow: Genesis
Kane will pay.

Multiple Motives
Cheryl Bradshaw's library of her New York Times bestselling Sloane Monroe series, Books 4-5 (two complete novels):
Stranger in Town Six-year-old Olivia Hathaway tiptoes down the center aisle of Maybelle's Market, stopping to make sure
her mother isn't watching. But Mrs. Hathaway is too preoccupied to notice her daughter has slipped away. Minutes later, a
frantic Mrs. Hathaway runs up and down the aisles, desperately searching for her missing daughter. But Olivia is already
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gone. Will PI Sloane Monroe find her before it's too late? A New York Times bestselling series, and a Shamus Award finalist
for best PI mystery. Bed of Bones Sometimes even the deepest, darkest secrets find their way to the surface. Thirteen-yearold Willie Compton and his younger brother Leonard stumble upon a mine shaft while hiking the hills of Park City, Utah. A
Slinky Leonard's been flipping back and forth between his hands slips through his fingers. Leonard bolts forward and
reaches out to grab it, but he slips, then he falls into the shaft. Bed of Bones tells a tale of murder, shining a big, bold light
on Park City's tragic past. A past that's about to revisit the present. Readers are saying: "Bradshaw has created a female PI
who is real, easy to relate to, interesting, and individual." "Page-turning from the first chapter to the last." "Keeps your
interest right till the end."

Grayson Manor Haunting
"A fascinating, gripping mystery. Strongly recommend! - Gerry McCullough, bestselling author and Cuirt International
Literary Award Winner. Psychic medium Addison Lockhart jolts awake, her brow sweaty, head throbbing. The dream had
seemed so real. Eleven-year-old Vivian and Grace were so full of life it was like she could reach out and touch them. But she
couldn't. The twins had been dead for forty years. Why had they appeared, summoning her help?And were their untimely
deaths really an accident, or was something far more sinister to blame? If you enjoy Heather Graham or Stephen King and
mysteries with a supernatural twist, you'll enjoy this hauntingly original series written by a New York Times bestselling
author. Praise for Rosecliff Manor Haunting: "This book is addictive. Real addictive." Warren A. Lewis, Amazon Top Fiction
Contributor "The protagonist is multi-layered and fascinating. Definitely recommend!" Sharyn B. Lunn, Bestselling Author of
the Southern Skyes series. "An exciting whodunit. Bradshaw is one of the better mystery writers today." L. Smith, Amazon
Top Contributor "The characters were likeable and engaging." Marsha Jo, Vine Voice "I enjoyed the heroine's tenacity and
conviction as she ferreted out the truth." Amazon Top 500 Contributor

Hush Now Baby
Set in the charming town of Peachtree Bluff, “a compelling, beautifully drawn tale of love, hope, and small-town secrets”
(Mary Alice Monroe, New York Times bestselling author) following a trio of sisters and their mother as they discover a truth
that will change not only the way they see themselves but also how they fit together as a family. Sloane’s world crumbles
after receiving the news that her military husband is missing in action. She can barely climb out of bed, much less summon
the strength to be the parent her children deserve. Her mother, Ansley, provides a much-needed respite as she puts her
personal life on hold to help Sloane and her grandchildren wade through their new grief-stricken lives. But between caring
for her own aging mother, her daughters, and her grandchildren, Ansley’s private worry is that secrets from her past will
come to light. But when Sloane’s sisters, Caroline and Emerson, remind Sloane that no matter what, she promised her
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husband she would carry on for their young sons, Sloane finds the support and courage she needs to chase her biggest
dreams—and face her deepest fears. Taking a cue from her middle daughter, Ansley takes her own leap of faith and
realizes that, after all this time, she might finally be able to have it all. Lyrical, warm-hearted, and charming, “Kristy
Woodson Harvey has delivered another masterpiece with the second book in her beautifully Southern, evocative Peachtree
Bluff series” (Kristin Harmel, author of The Winemaker’s Wife).

The Perfect Lie
From NYT and USA Today bestselling mystery author Cheryl Bradshaw: After her mother-in-law is fatally stabbed, Wren
Bancroft is seen fleeing the house with the bloody knife. Is Wren really the killer, or is a dark, scandalous family secret to
blame?

Smoke and Mirrors
Cheryl Bradshaw's library of her New York Times bestselling Sloane Monroe Series, Books 1-6 (six complete novels): BLACK
DIAMOND DEATH: Charlotte Halliwell has a secret. But before revealing it to her sister Audrey, she's found dead. At first
glance, it appears to be nothing more than a skiing accident, until the medical examiner discovers poison coursing through
Charlotte's body. Audrey hires Sloane Monroe, a sassy, headstrong private investigator. As Sloane gets close to solving the
case, a second body is found. With the killer aware that Sloane will stop at nothing to find him, he tracks her every move.
Will Sloane uncover the truth before he strikes again? MURDER IN MIND: Sloane Monroe has solved every case except one
-the brutal murder of her sister Gabrielle. Three years have passed without a trace of the killer until today, when a young
woman's body is discovered in front of the local supermarket. Now Sloane is faced with the most difficult challenge of her
life - finding the man who is a master at concealing his identity before he strikes again. If you love exciting mysteries,
Murder in Mind will keep you reading until the very last page. I HAVE A SECRET: Doug Ward has been running from his past
for twenty years. But after his fourth whisky of the night, his steely resolve has started to crack, and he doesn't want to
keep quiet -- not anymore. When blood is found on the deck where Doug was last seen, private investigator Sloane Monroe
goes in search of the truth and uncovers the biggest secret of them all. STRANGER IN TOWN: Six-year-old Olivia Hathaway
tiptoes down the center aisle of Maybelle's Market, stopping to make sure her mother isn't watching. But Mrs. Hathaway is
too preoccupied to notice her daughter has slipped away. Minutes later, a frantic Mrs. Hathaway runs up and down the
aisles, desperately searching for her missing daughter. But Olivia is already gone. Will PI Sloane Monroe find her before it's
too late? A New York Times bestselling series, and a Shamus Award finalist for best PI mystery. BED OF BONES: Sometimes
even the deepest, darkest secrets find their way to the surface. Thirteen-year-old Willie Compton and his younger brother
Leonard stumble upon a mine shaft while hiking the hills of Park City, Utah. A Slinky Leonard's been flipping back and forth
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between his hands slips through his fingers. Leonard bolts forward and reaches out to grab it, but he slips, then he falls into
the shaft. Bed of Bones tells a tale of murder, shining a big, bold light on Park City's tragic past. A past that's about to
revisit the present. HUSH NOW BABY: On a crisp, fall night, Serena Westwood wakes to the faint stirs of her crying baby.
Bottle in hand, she tiptoes to the other side of the house, sneaks up to the crib, looks in. A wave of panic grips her as her
real nightmare begins. Inside the crib, there is no baby. --- If you're a fan of Sue Grafton and Mary Higgins Clark, you'll love
these suspenseful mysteries. A New York Times bestselling mystery series. "Bradshaw is a great storyteller." "The suspense
is consuming!" "A fantastic, fast-paced detective novel."

Bed of Bones
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Alyson Noël comes the first book in the Beautiful Idols series. With mystery,
suspense, and an insiders-only look at Los Angeles that echoes Gossip Girl’s racy and real New York, fans of Pretty Little
Liars and readers who crave pulse-pounding romance will love Unrivaled. Everyone wants to be someone. Layla Harrison
wants to be a reporter. Aster Amirpour wants to be an actress. Tommy Phillips wants to be a guitar hero. But Madison
Brooks took destiny and made it her own a long time ago. She’s Hollywood’s hottest starlet, and the things she did to
become the name on everyone’s lips are merely a stain on the pavement, ground beneath her Louboutin heel. That is, until
Layla, Aster, and Tommy find themselves with a VIP invite to the world of Los Angeles’s nightlife and lured into a
competition where Madison Brooks is the target. Just as their hopes begin to gleam like stars through the California smog,
Madison Brooks goes missing. . . . And all of their hopes are blacked out in the haze of their lies.

Belle Manor Haunting
“A masterpiece of thriller and mystery. Blake Pierce did a magnificent job developing characters with a psychological side
so well described that we feel inside their minds, follow their fears and cheer for their success. Full of twists, this book will
keep you awake until the turn of the last page.” --Books and Movie Reviews, Roberto Mattos (re Once Gone) IF SHE SAW (A
Kate Wise Mystery) is book #2 in a new psychological thriller series by bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose #1 bestseller
Once Gone (Book #1) (a free download) has received over 1,000 five star reviews. When a couple is found murdered and no
suspects are apparent, 55 year old empty nester Kate Wise, after a 30 year career with the FBI, finds herself called out of
retirement (and her quiet suburban life) to come back and work for the bureau. Kate’s brilliant mind and unrivaled ability to
enter the mind of serial killers is just too indispensable, and the FBI needs her to crack this baffling case. Why were two
couples found murdered, 50 miles apart, and in the same manner? What can they possibly have in common? The answer,
Kate realizes, is urgent—as she is certain the killer is about to strike again. But in the deadly game of cat and mouse that
follows, Kate, entering the dark canals of the killer’s twisted mind, may just find herself a moment too late. An actionPage 11/16
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packed thriller with heart-pounding suspense, IF SHE SAW is book #2 in a riveting new series that will leave you turning
pages late into the night. Book #3 in the KATE WISE MYSTERY series is now also available!

The Long Dead
Feisty. Ballsy. Bold. And not your average seventy-year-old woman. After a late-night tryst with a much younger man,
Maisie Fezziwig wakes to a harrowing scream outside. Curious, she removes a pistol from her dresser drawer and walks
outside to investigate. The sleepy street is still and calm at first, until Maisie stumbles on a grisly murder that will change
her life forever.

The Opposite of Dark
Mackenzie August's first year of teaching. In South Hill

The Cube
USA Today bestselling novel. "Bradshaw does a wonderful job in this fast paced, modern day novel that combines the best
elements of both the mystery and the thriller genres."- Stephen Campbell: Murders, Mysteries, and Mayhem Radio Show
Sometimes even the deepest, darkest secrets find their way to the surface. Thirteen-year-old Willie Compton and his
younger brother Leonard stumble upon a mine shaft while hiking the hills of Park City, Utah. A Slinky Leonard's been
flipping back and forth between his hands slips through his fingers. Leonard bolts forward and reaches out to grab it, but he
slips, then he falls into the shaft. Bed of Bones tells a tale of murder, shining a big, bold light on Park City's tragic past. A
past that's about to revisit the present. If you enjoy stories full of twists and turns and authors like Sue Grafton and James
Patterson, Bed of Bones will keep you guessing. A New York Times bestselling series. Praise for Bed of Bones: "An intricately
woven mystery that'll have you turning the pages faster than a force ten gale." Mel Comley, New York Times bestselling
author of Justice Series "Whether or not you're familiar with the works of Cheryl Bradshaw, or with the peppery Sloane,
there is no better time than now to take a bite. Delicious. As usual." - Janet Green, The Word Verve "Before the story plays
out, it becomes a nail biter." - Warren A. Lewis, Amazon Top Contributor "Bed of Bones is a well written mystery/thriller that
will please all readers of this genre. Highly recommended!" - Alan Nayes, Author of Abominable "A riveting plot, enough
twists and turns that will keep the reader guessing, and an ending that is satisfying." - L. Smith, Amazon Top Contributor "A
lot of twists and turns, interesting story, fast read." Amazon Top 500 Contributor

Rosecliff Manor Haunting
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Sloane Abbot didn’t trust easily – for good reason. So when she arrived at a job interview in a dark, isolated warehouse, her
instincts warned her that something was wrong. Meeting Josh Starke, tall, handsome and horribly rude, didn’t ease her
concerns. But for some bizarre reason, he challenged her. When she got the job, Sloane vowed to deal with his abrupt
commands for six months, then quit. Years later, she was still working for the man, but now she was in love with him.
Unfortunately, during one sultry, starry night, she couldn’t hide her feelings for Josh. And the freakish Abbot fertility reared
its ugly head once more. Pregnant and terrified of Josh’s reaction to that news, Sloane was lost, not sure what to do now.
When she’d taken this job, she’d vowed never to fall under his spell. And yet, that’s exactly what she’d done! Josh Starke
remembered Sloane’s vow so many years ago, and cursed himself for demanding it. Sloane was sexy and smart, brilliantly
efficient and didn’t put up with any of his rudeness. Every time she looked at him, he felt her gaze right down to his…! Well,
he loved her. So how was he to overcome her reticence at having a relationship with him? And how was he to overcome the
tragedy of her past that kept her from trusting anyone?

Blackthorn Manor Haunting
USA Today bestseller "This book had me turning pages way past my bedtime." - Sharyn Bradford Lunn, bestselling fiction
author On a crisp, fall night, Serena Westwood wakes to the faint stirs of her crying baby. Bottle in hand, she tiptoes to the
other side of the house, sneaks up to the crib, looks in. A wave of panic grips her as her real nightmare begins. Inside the
crib, there is no baby. If you're a fan of Sue Grafton and Mary Higgins Clark, you'll love these suspenseful mysteries. A New
York Times bestselling mystery series and a USA Today bestselling novel. Praise for Hush Now Baby: "Each book shows her
talent as an author. Highly recommend. - L. Smith, Amazon Top Contributor "Bradshaw is a great storyteller." "Believable
characters and an entertaining dialogue with several twists." - Bookzilla, Top 1,000 Reviewer "The suspense is consuming!"
"Very good book!" Warren A. Lewis, Top Fiction Contributor "A fantastic, fast-paced detective novel." "Of all the books in
this series, this one is my favorite." -Rose, Top 500 Reviewer

The Eighth Commandment
“In NO PLACE TO DIE, Jaden Skye creates a set of characters that are very well developed, and makes you cheer for our
heroine on every page. The environment and the overall description of scenes are superb, making you feel the suspense in
the air the whole time. Jaden Skye is a natural story teller and the plot is intelligent and intense, developing at a nice pace.
The book was well edited and is an easy readI can hardly wait to put my hands on the second volume of this series….I
recommend this book to the permanent library of all readers that enjoy a well written suspense/romance.” --Books and
Movie Reviews (Roberto Mattos) NO PLACE TO VANISH is book #2 in the new romantic suspense series by #1 bestselling
author Jaden Skye. Olivia, back in New York and trying to resume her normal life, receives a shocking phone call: her best
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friend from college has gone missing. She never returned from her bachelorette party. Olivia, implored by her friend’s
husband to help, flies back down to Miami, determined to find her. She meets the woman’s friends, and finds herself lead
deeper and deeper into a maze of lies, strippers, secret lovers, and jilted husbands. As the trail leads her back to Key West,
she finds herself working side by side with Wayne again, stirring up old memories. Yet, even so, the trail has seemed to
gone cold. Olivia can’t help but wonder: did her friend run off? Kill herself? Or was she murdered? NO PLACE TO VANISH is
book #2 in an explosive new romantic suspense series filled with love, tragedy, heartbreak, betrayal and suspense, one
that will leave you turning pages late into the night. Book #3 will be released soon. Jaden is also author of the #1
Bestselling series MURDER IN THE CARIBBEAN, which begins with DEATH BY HONEYMOON (Book #1), a free download with
over 200 five star reviews!

The Last Teacher
THE KGB KIDNAPPED HIS DAUGHTER. THE ONLY WAY TO SAVE HER IS TO BETRAY HIS COUNTRY AND START A WORLD WAR.

After Me
From USA Today Best Selling Authors Lexy Timms and Ali Parker come a new thriller pen name - WL Knightly Detective
Darek Blake thought the secrets of his past were long buried, but when a young girl is murdered in a familiar way, finding
the killer will not only bring back memories he’s repressed, but give him a golden opportunity to impress the FBI. So, when
his partner, Special Agent Lizzy McNamara digs up evidence that’s a little too close to home, he’s shaken to the core. The
worst sin he’s ever committed bubbles up, threatening to destroy his future. Are the Zodiac killings a coincidence or is
someone toying with him, and if so… who? Warning: This is the first book in a thirteen-book series. Every book has a
cliffhanger of some sort as we're telling the story of a serial killer. There will be a book out on the last Thursday of every
month until we get to December, where book 13 will reveal everything. We invite you to join us on this year long journey
and try as hard as you can to figure out whodunit! There is cursing, violent situations, a bit of gore and murder in almost
every book. Enjoy!!

Baby Momma 4
Some secrets were meant to stay hidden Trust no-one After an operation goes badly wrong, undercover specialist Detective
Caelan Small leaves the Metropolitan Police for good. Or so she thinks. Then the criminal responsible is seen back in the UK.
Soon Caelan is drawn back into a dangerous investigation. But when the main lead is suddenly murdered, all bets are off.
Nothing is as it seems. Everyone is a suspect - even close colleagues. Someone in the Met is involved and Caelan is being
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told to Ask No Questions. That isn't an option: Caelan needs answers whatever the cost. The nerve-shredding new crime
thriller from bestseller Lisa Hartley starts a must-read new series. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons and Robert Bryndza, it
will keep you guessing until the very end. The Detective Caelan Small Series 1. Ask No Questions 2. Tell No Lies 3. Time To
Go

Unrivaled
The hunt for a serial killer begins Detective Madison Knight concluded the case of a strangled woman an isolated incident.
But when another woman's body is found in a park killed with the same brand of neckties, she realizes they're dealing with
something more serious. Despite mounting pressure from the sergeant and the chief to close the case even if it means
putting an innocent man behind bars, and a partner who is more interested in saving his marriage than stopping a potential
serial killer, Madison may have to go it alone if the murderer is going to be stopped.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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